GLASS PARTITION WALLS
With our passion for the material glass we create something really big from something small. Pure dynamics develop from perfectly coordinated, technically precise glass fittings.

Because it is the small elements with a big effect that make the movement of glass between rooms possible in the first place.

That is our self-conception. And we are committed to this with all our knowledge of the possibilities of glass in moving solutions.

Glass partition walls

When it comes to creating rooms within rooms: our glass partitions integrate sliding doors or single-action doors into frames in a uniform design. For systematic room architecture.

Here, narrow profiles, fittings and locking systems complement each other to create a uniform design. An unobstructed view and the incident daylight simply create a pleasant atmosphere. A plus for creativity and relaxation. It is the details that create clear structures: The aluminium profiles of the fixed elements as well as the single-action and sliding door elements are coordinated in their shape and powder-coated in the color of your choice. Matched or accentuated. Use exactly the partition elements you need: Glass, wood or other materials.

UNIQUIN

is the contemporary system that adapts to any room.

UNIQUIN

restructures rooms and can be dismantled if requirements change.

UNIQUIN

is the contemporary system that adapts to any room.

Wherever space needs to be used efficiently, UNIQUIN shows its strengths. The system structures the available space.

Moving solutions.

Living spaces with glass.

Moving Details.

Glass partition walls
UNIQUIN
The partition wall system with lifestyle character

If a room is to be divided into several areas of use without losing light and spaciousness, UNIQUIN is the right solution. The partition walls held by narrow aluminium profiles structure the newly created spaces, while hinged or sliding doors with a matching look provide access. What is already common practice in the design of office floors can also be implemented very flexibly in the private sphere with UNIQUIN. The demountable system is ideal when life situations change, for example when a home office or a safe children’s play area is needed. And why not optically combine bedroom and bathroom? What conveys special chic and generosity in hotels is also an appealing idea for the home.

Your advantages:
- Modern Design with compatible functional elements
- Aluminium profiles, powder coated finishes
- Integration of sliding doors and single-action doors in standard or room height in matching design
- Access control systems for special security (option)
- Individual positioning of E-modules at the door frames for optimum use of space (option)
- Individually dimensionable acoustic modules provide for optimised room acoustics (option)
- Decoupled glass support for superior sound insulation
- Easy and fast installation

Find more information and documents here.
Whether in the office, in a hotel or at home: UNIQUIN makes every room a winner. Narrow profiles, fittings and locking systems complement each other to create a uniform design. An unobstructed view and the daylight streaming in simply create a pleasant atmosphere. A plus for creativity and relaxation. It is the details that create clear structures: The aluminium profiles of the fixed parts as well as the hinged and sliding door elements are coordinated in their shape and are powder-coated in the color of your choice.

Adapted or accentuating. Use exactly the separating elements you need: Glass, wood or other materials. High sound insulation included. UNIQUIN is your new creative space. The contemporary design is immediately convincing thanks to a multitude of coordinated functional elements with clear lines and flexibility. Partition walls, sliding and single-action doors form the architecture as a unit. UNIQUIN is the contemporary system that adapts to any room. Even for special room heights beyond the standard.

Bring the overall impression of your room architecture to perfection.

UNIQUIN decorative bars set strong visual accents.
What used to be a sign of functional architecture has now become a trend: The industrial style has found its way into the furniture and decoration sector. And into the design of room partitions made of glass.

Everything is possible: uniform grids, accentuation of particular sections, graphic patterns, across the full height and width of the glass or optically floating. The covering of glass gaps between two adjacent glass panels is another option. There are almost no limits to creativity.

UNIQUIN door plates.
Who hasn’t experienced this: a large office floor, room after room, and the search begins. Where is the right department and who sits in which office? Glass partitions with UNIQUIN at least allow first insights. But who can provide quick and precise information?

The UNIQUIN door plate (right hand or left hand) is designed to fit perfectly to the UNIQUIN frame profile and continues in the projecting area on the glass. Powder-coated in system color, it appears like a fully integrated element at the door.
UNIQUIN 2.0
The new hinges and lock generation

Our glass partition wall system for communicative room structures is now optimised by a new lock with variable possibilities and new hinges. The UNIQUIN lock 2023 MultiVar offers users more freedom and flexibility in terms of design and function. The UNIQUIN hinges are easy to install and are very understated, allowing them to be perfectly integrated into any room structure.

Your advantage of the new UNIQUIN hinge generation 2023:
- Continuous framecovers
- Significant reduction in size
- Depending on the variant: invisible from outer side of the frame and without any glass preparation
- Electric cables can pass from the hinge side

Find more information and documents here.
The new UNIQUIN lock generation 2023 MultiVar

With the use of mortice locks meeting the DIN 18251 standard, the new UNIQUIN lock offers a range of enhanced functionalities as well as greater variability with regard to the use of handles. From lock inserts with whisper latches or magnet latches to lock inserts with a panic function – it’s all possible with the UNIQUIN lock 2023 MultiVar.

An overview of the UNIQUIN lock 2023 MultiVar:
- Modified lock housing: free choice of standard mortice lock meeting the DIN 18251 standard
- Standard preparations for roses: free choice of lever with roses for uniform equipment of entire projects
- Almost free choice of access control systems as long as they are designed for standard locks (e.g., dormakaba C-Lever Compact)
- Design variant with short plate: thus also possible for other access control systems
- New lock latches: whisper latch as standard for quiet closing; lock with magnetic latch optional.
We present DORMA-Glas products